SPECIFICATIONS FOR CAMP OR COOKING FIRES (CATEGORY I)

- Minimum of 8 feet cleared to mineral soil
- Clear of limbs and burnable materials at least 10 vertical feet above
- Fire ring made of fire resistive material and anchored
- 6 inches sand or gravel
- 2 feet maximum
- Minimum of 25 feet from a structure
- Only clean, untreated wood, no greater than 5 inches in diameter can be burned
SPECIFICATIONS FOR CAMP OR COOKING FIRES (CATEGORY II)

- Minimum of 8 feet cleared to mineral soil
- Clear of limbs and burnable materials at least 10 vertical feet above
- 6 inches sand or gravel
- 4 feet maximum
- Fire ring made of fire resistive material and anchored
- Minimum of 50 feet from a structure
- Only clean, untreated wood, no greater than 5 inches in diameter can be burned